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ALLSCO
WINDOWS & DOORS TRUST YOUR FAMILY TO OURS



ALLSCO windows and doors have been in the homes of Atlantic Canadians for over 40 years. Having 

started as a family business in 1976, one of ALLSCO’s fundamental values is to produce quality 

products that ensure your comfort and reflect your personal style. With almost half a century of 

experience under our belts, we know what it takes to manufacture windows and doors that look great 

and stand up to the harshest of climates.

Since 2010, ALLSCO has been a part of the ATIS Group – a leading manufacturer and distributor of windows and doors in Canada. The ATIS Group has 9 manufacturing facilities located throughout 

Canada and over 1400 employees and operations all across Canada. ATIS devotes its talents to developing, making, distributing and installing a complete range of state-of-the-art doors, windows 

and energy-efficient products, coast to-coast.

Quality Products Built for 
Atlantic Canada

The choice is clear.

The Strength of a Team

ALLSCO

ATIS
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Cardinal Glass Industries’ designs and fabricates the most advanced residential glass 

products in the industry.

LoE GLASS
Low Emissivity, or LoE, glass helps keep homes warmer in winter and cooler in the summer 

by increasing energy efficiency and reducing the transfer of heat or cold through the glass.

LoE180
When the weather turns frigid, Cardinal LoĒ-180™ glass is the perfect cold remedy. 

It keeps homes warmer and more comfortable by blocking heat loss to the outside 

and letting the sun’s heat stream in. Cardinal LoĒ-180™ glass is designed for our 

Canadian climate; it offers the highest energy rating performance versus other 

glass manufacturers.

LoE272
Cardinal LoĒ-272™ glass delivers year-round comfort in all types of weather. In 

summer, it rejects the sun’s heat and damaging UV rays. In winter, it reflects heat 

back into the room.

LoE366
Cardinal LoĒ³-366® glass is the ultimate performance glass, delivering the ideal 

balance of solar control and high visibility. It provides the highest levels of year-

round comfort and energy savings. 

NEAT® SELF-CLEANING GLASS
Cardinal’s Neat® glass ensures windows stay cleaner longer; it harnesses the sun’s UV rays 

to loosen dirt so water can rinse it away, leaving windows virtually spotless.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE  
OUR LoE MAKES
Compared to glass used by other 

manufacturers, our LoE glass provides 

enhanced visibility for a clearer view every 

time you look outside your windows.

Cardinal Glass Industries

OUR PARTNERS
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High Solar Gain Glass

 Provides excellent insulating capability by blocking 
heat loss to the outside and reflecting heat back into 
the room

 Ideal glass for passive solar application- allowing 
winter sun’s heat to pass into home. 

U Factor: 0.26

SHGC: 0.69
69% of solar heat 
transmitted

VT: 0.80
80% of Visible light 
transmittedALLSCO’s

180 LoE Glass



Roto Hardware
All over the world, Roto® is synonymous with innovative, individual and secure hardware 

systems that increase the added value of windows and doors for people. Roto® solutions 

combine intelligent security, energy management and comfort in buildings, and in so doing 

create genuine “inner values” for all concerned.

ALLSCO windows and doors come standard with Roto® hardware, and include such 

noteworthy elements as:

ROTO® X-DRIVE FOLDING CASEMENT HARDWARE

Recognized for reliability, this European-engineered hardware is an up-charge for many window 

manufacturers but is included on every ALLSCO window. We use Roto® X-Drive hardware 

exclusively with standard folding crank on our casement products. 

For added style, we offer an array of designer finish choices.

MULTI-POINT LOCKS

With its multi-point locking systems consisting of a main lock, the additional locking points, 

and frame components, Roto® offers “made-to-measure” solutions for the most diverse 

security requirements.
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WORKING TOGETHER TO BRING YOU THE BEST QUALITY

ALLSCO works with several industry leading suppliers to ensure that your windows and doors are fitted with quality components 
that help to add value to your home.

STAINLESS STEEL HINGES

Heavy-duty Roto® stainless steel hardware is available on all 

casement products meaning you can feel confident that rusted 

hinges are no longer an issue. Our stainless steel operator provides over 2000 hours of 

corrosion protection, well exceeding the AAMA 907 standard.

ROTO® AUTO-LOCK SYSTEM

The Roto® auto-lock system is available on single hung and side-slider windows. The system 

features a positive action lock; once unlocked and the window sash is opened, the lock 

resets itself and locks automatically when the 

sash is closed. The auto-lock system is easy to 

operate and offers peace of mind, allowing you 

to rest assured that once your window is closed, 

it’s locked.

Roto LB11 Corner Drive
• Innovative new product offers enhanced security and performance 

of DP100 or higher
• Add-on product that easily connects to our standard LB08/06 

lock bars
• Provides integrated lock point positioned 3” from frame corner for 

superior air/structural performance

• Allows easy addition of locking points to top of windows

Roto HG06 Adjustable Hinge
• Provides 4mm of total adjustment which enables ability to 

realign sash without disconnecting support arms 
• Premium hinge to accommodate heaviest sash 

up to 125 lbs (*)
• Available in powder-coated steel or 300 Series stainless steel

Roto Sash Ramp
• High quality roller devise system helps prevent sash sag, 

operational issues and reduces future window problems 
(e.g., service calls for misaligned sash)

Roto FlipLock for Single Hung and Sliders - Features and Benefits

• Positive action lock, once unlocked and 
the sash is opened, resets itself, then locks 
automatically when the sash window is closed.

• Unique breakaway feature – flip lever – will stay 
up unless completely closed and not locked.

• Ease of operation and peace of mind knowing 
that, once window is closed, it is locked.

• Meets or exceeds forced entry and hurricane 
impact testing

Roto North America 
Excellence in Window & Door Hardware

Roto Frank of America, Inc.
14 Inspiration Lane, Chester, CT 06412   Phone: 800-243-0893  860-526-4996   www.rotohardware.com

Allsco Building Products, LTD 
70 Rideout Street, Moncton, NB  E1E 1E2   Phone: 506-853-8080   http://allsco.com/



ENERGY-EFFICIENT

LoE Coated Glass
Although windows provide beautiful views and wonderful natural light, they can also be 

responsible for the majority of the annual heating costs for a home, through heat loss. It 

is important that new windows effectively retain heat inside, while keeping extreme hot 

and cold weather outside. Think of LoE coating as invisible insulation that helps to provide 

a shield:

• In the winter, LoE coated glass helps keep your home warm and cozy by blocking heat 

loss through windows while allowing the sun’s heat inside.

• In the warmer weather, LoE coating blocks the sun’s harmful UV rays, protecting the 

interior of your home and keeping your furniture from fading. At the same time allowing 

in more visible sunlight.

LoE coated glass is simply the best way to help minimize energy costs and maintain 

comfortable temperatures inside your home all year round

At ALLSCO we are proud to offer Cardinal LoĒ-180™ glass which offers the highest energy 

rating performance on the market.

Visible Light
 

Radiant Heat Stays Inside   

Solar Heat 
UV Light

Warmer in the 
winter: LoE glass 

retains more 
interior heat than 

ordinary glass, 
helping to maintain 

a comfortable 
temperature.

Cooler in the 
summer: LoE 

glass filters out 
harmful UV rays 

and reduces 
solar heat gain.



Argon is a clear, non-toxic gas used to fill the space between the window panes. Heavier 

than air, Argon offers greater resistance to heat loss and reduces exterior noise. Our 

Energy-Plus combination of LoE Coated Glass, Argon Gas and the Warm-Edge Super-Spacer® 

is engineered to double the insulating ability of the space between the panes. 

Argon Gas
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We are proud to produce Energy Star® qualified windows and doors.  
Look for the Energy Star® logo which represents high efficiency windows and doors that help to reduce your home 
energy costs by 7 to 12 percent, collect less condensation and reduce noise from outside. 

*Please note that when adding grill patterns to your windows it will impact the energy star rating. Please discuss grill and glazing options with your local Allsco sales representative.

Warm-Edge Super-Spacer 
allows less heat to escape 
from your home than a 
typical metal spacer.

Air space is filled with 
Argon gas. Less heat 
loss translates into more 
energy savings.

Warm-Edge Super-Spacer®
To keep window condensation moisture off the glass, windows need to have the warmest 

possible temperature at the edges of the glass.

Super Spacer® effectively blocks the heat escape path for premium energy efficiency while 

eliminating condensation, which can lead to harmful mold growth around your windows. 

FULL METAL SPACER LESS METAL SPACER NO-METAL, SUPER SPACER



WINDOWS
REMARKABLE QUALITY IN EVERY WINDOW



PVC
Unlike other materials PVC is virtually maintenance-free. It requires no painting and is energy-

efficient, sealing your home against any kind of weather. PVC windows are a great value option for 

your home and allow for a multitude of design possibilities.

CHOOSING THE 
RIGHT WINDOW

Hybrid
Our Hybrid Aluminum-PVC window pairs an exterior frame made of extruded aluminum with an interior 

frame made of rigid PVC. This innovative product assures you the strength and beauty of aluminum 

combined with the energy efficiency of PVC. 

A PREMIUM ALTERNATIVE

Hybrid Aluminum-PVC windows offer superior structural strength and are an ideal solution for coloured 

window applications with an unlimited selection of colours on an extruded aluminum exterior. 

Wood
Naturally beautiful, our all-wood and Hybrid Aluminum-Wood windows are constructed from select 

pine that is kiln-dried and treated to prevent shrinking, swelling, and splitting. Sturdy and durable, 

our wood products come in both clad and non-clad versions.

ALUMINUM EXTERIOR
The ultimate in strength and durability, our wood 

windows are available with an optional extruded 

aluminum exterior in six standard colours.
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SINGLE HUNG
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STANDARD FEATURES:

• Standard LoE glass

• Argon gas-filled thermopane

• Warm-Edge Super-Spacer®

• Triple weather-stripping for maximum air tightness

• Roto® Automatic Locks for added security 1

• Integrated Designer brickmould 2

• Full sash lift rail 3

• Easy-clean, tilt-in sash 4

• 3 1/4” Multi-chambered PVC frame

• Larger units feature steel reinforcement

• Dual ½” and ¾” integrated return

• Structural assembly to ensure window solidity

• Bug screen easily removed from the interior

• Exterior brickmould can be closed or open with a J return

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• Standard or custom paint colours

• Invisible screen

• Cardinal Neat glass

• Available in Double-Hung

4400 PREMIUM 

Available as a 2400 Vintage Series insert frame or  
8400 Prestige Series.

21 3 4

Energy Star® qualifiedMIN. SIZE 15” X 24” & MAX. SIZE 50” X 72” 

Visit our website for the most recent performance data.

**Please visit Energy Star website for complete information.

Energy Rating**

Dual Glaze 33

RATINGS BASED ON CARDINAL 180 GLASS WITH NO GRILLS

PERFORMANCE RATINGS
Harmonized North American Fenestration Standard  
AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/1.S.2/A440-05

Suited to traditional styles,  
single hung windows feature  
a bottom sash that tilts inward  
for convenient cleaning. 

PVC

Design Options 
Page 20



Available as a 2300 Series insert frame or  
8300 Prestige Series.

STANDARD FEATURES:

• Roto® automatic locks for added security 1

• Recessed tilt latches 2

• Standard LoE glass

• Argon gas-filled thermopane

• Warm-Edge Super-Spacer®

• Triple weather-stripping for maximum air tightness

• Integrated designer brickmould

• Full sash pull rail

• Easy-clean, tilt-in sash

• 3 1/4” multi-chambered PVC frame

• Larger units feature steel reinforcement

• Dual ½” and ¾” integrated return

• Bug screen easily removed from the interior

• Exterior brickmould can be closed or open with a J return

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• Standard or custom paint colours

• Invisible screen

• Cardinal Neat glass

4300 PREMIUM

1 2

Energy Star® qualifiedMIN. SIZE 24” X 15” & MAX. SIZE 76” X 72” 

Visit our website for the most recent performance data.

**Please visit Energy Star website for complete information.

Energy Rating**

Dual Glaze 33

RATINGS BASED ON CARDINAL 180 GLASS WITH NO GRILLS

PERFORMANCE RATINGS
Harmonized North American Fenestration Standard  
AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/1.S.2/A440-05

SIDE SLIDER

Maximize your ventilation with an 
economical side sliding window 
with proven performance.
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Design Options 
Page 20



PVC
CASEMENT & AWNING

STANDARD FEATURES:

• Standard LoE glass

• Argon gas-filled thermopane

• Warm-Edge Super-Spacer®

• Triple weather-stripping for maximum air tightness

• Roto® folding handle 1

• Multipoint locking system for added security 2

• Interior bug screen for easy removal 3

• Available in triple-pane 4

• Integrated designer brickmould

• 3 1/4” multi-chambered PVC frame

• Larger units feature steel reinforcement

• Dual ½” and ¾” integrated return

• Structural assembly to ensure window solidity

• Exterior brickmould can be closed or open with a J return

Casement and awning windows 
are contemporary in design, 
offering maximum ventilation  
and superior performance ratings.

4700 PREMIUM - CASEMENT
4800 PREMIUM - AWNING

Casement available as a 2700 Vintage Series insert frame or 
8700 Prestige Series. Awning available as a 2800 Vintage Series 
insert frame or 8800 Prestige Series.

Energy Star® qualifiedMIN. SIZE 13½” X 22” & MAX. SIZE 40” X 80” 

Visit our website for the most recent performance data.

**Please visit Energy Star website for complete information.

PERFORMANCE RATINGS

Energy Rating**

Operator Casement
Dual Glaze 32

Triple Glaze 39

Fixed casement
Dual Glaze 37

Triple Glaze 45

Awning
Dual Glaze 32

Triple Glaze 39

RATINGS BASED ON CARDINAL 180 GLASS WITH NO GRILLS

Harmonized North American Fenestration Standard AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/1.S.2/A440-05
CLASS R-PG65-AP 1200x1020MM

TRIPLE-PANE OPTION 

Comprised of 3 layers of glass, triple pane units 

reduce noise and offer higher performance 

ratings up to an insulating value of 6.7*.
*Based on center of the glass
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21 3 4

Design Options 
Page 20



CASEMENT & AWNING UPGRADES

  Coastal
The Coastal package is designed for the 
Maritimes; including upgrades that will help 
you beat the harsh climate but also take in the 
beautiful landscape. 
• Stainless steel hardware virtually 

eliminates any chance of your window 
hardware rusting.

• Corner drive locking system provides a 
tighter seal, keeping the cold outside.

• Invisible screens maximize your view and 
bring the beauty of the outdoors in.

Get the most out of your windows

  Go Green
If energy efficiency is your top priority, the 
Go Green package is for you.
• Triple glaze thermopanes make your 

windows more energy efficient.
• Corner drive locking system provides 

a tighter seal, ensuring a more stable 
temperature inside your home.

  Architectural
Stand out from the crowd and let your 
home make a statement with the 
Architectural package.
• Upgraded hardware finish provides a 

classy and high end touch to the look of 
your windows.

• Exterior paint to increase the curb appeal of 
your house.

• Invisible screens maximize your view and 
bring the beauty of the outdoors in.

✓ ✓ ✓
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HYBRID

 Energy Star® qualifiedVisit our website for the most recent performance data.

**Please visit Energy Star website for complete information.

PERFORMANCE RATINGS
Energy Rating**

Dual Glaze 36

Triple Glaze 39

RATINGS BASED ON CARDINAL 180 GLASS WITH NO GRILLS

STANDARD FEATURES:

• LoE glass available in ⅞” sealed unit

• Triple weather-stripping for maximum air tightness

• 5 5/16” frame with ¾” and ½” integrated drywall return 1

• New-design Truth automatic locking system 2

• Zero-gravity balance system 3

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• LoE glass available in 11/4” triple-pane sealed unit

• Grilles and simulated divided lights (SDL)

• Wide array of colours available (exterior)

• Variety of brickmould options and factory-installed 

jamb extension

• Available in architectural shapes

9000 SERIES HYBRID

2

3

1
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SINGLE HUNG

The styling may be classic but 
innovation technology and an 
aluminum exterior makes this a 
truly resilient window.

Design Options 
Page 20



Energy Rating**

Dual Glaze 36

Triple Glaze 39

RATINGS BASED ON CARDINAL 180 GLASS WITH NO GRILLS

 Energy Star® qualifiedVisit our website for the most recent performance data.

**Please visit Energy Star website for complete information.

PERFORMANCE RATINGS

STANDARD FEATURES:

• LoE glass available in ⅞” sealed unit

• Triple weather-stripping for maximum air tightness

• 5 5/16” frame with ¾” and ½” integrated drywall return 1

• New-design Truth automatic locking system 2

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• LoE glass available in 1 1/4” triple-pane sealed unit

• Grilles and simulated divided lights (SDL)

• Wide array of colours available (exterior)

• Variety of brickmould options and factory-installed 

jamb extension

• Available in architectural shapes

9000 SERIES HYBRID

SIDE SLIDER
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Design Options 
Page 20

Our hybrid side sliders offer 
a streamlined look, provide 
maximum light, and are designed 
to optimize energy efficiency.

1 2



HYBRID
CASEMENT & AWNING
STANDARD FEATURES:

• ⅞” sealed unit

• Triple weather-stripping for maximum air tightness

• Interior bug screen for easy removal

• Structural frames : 5 5/16” with ¾” and ½” integrated 

drywall return 1

• Multipoint locking system for added security 2

• Folding handle 3

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• LoE glass

• High efficiency 1 1/4” triple-pane sealed unit

• Hinges open at 90 degree angle for ease of cleaning

• High performance glass types

• Grilles and Simulated divided lights (SDL)

• Variety of brickmould options and factory-installed 

jamb extension

• Wide array of exterior colours

9000 SERIES HYBRID

21 3

Energy Star® qualifiedVisit our website for the most recent performance data.

**Please visit Energy Star website for complete information.

PERFORMANCE RATINGS
Energy Rating**

Casement
Dual Glaze 31

Triple Glaze 39

Awning
Dual Glaze 32

Triple Glaze 39

RATINGS BASED ON CARDINAL 180 GLASS WITH NO GRILLS

Sleek, contemporary lines  
and a durable aluminum exterior,  
the contemporary hybrid keeps 
the elements at bay.
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Design Options 
Page 20





WOOD
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Energy Rating**

Casement Dual Glaze 29

Awning Dual Glaze 29

RATINGS BASED ON CARDINAL 180 GLASS WITH NO GRILLS

CASEMENT & AWNING

1 2 3

Energy Star® qualifiedVisit our website for the most recent performance data.

**Please visit Energy Star website for complete information.

PERFORMANCE RATINGS

STANDARD FEATURES:

• Clear finger-jointed pine for easy painting 1

• Folding Handle 2

• Sash opens 90° for easy cleaning from inside

• Kiln-dried treated wood to avoid sap leakage

• 45∕8” frame

• Factory-installed jamb extension available

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• Optional wood screen with coloured hardware 3

• LoE glass and Argon gas available

• Available with multipoint locking system

• Stain-grade clear non-jointed pine available

• 5 3/4” frame with optional aluminum exterior

9700 ARTISAN - CASEMENT
9800 ARTISAN - AWNING

Design Options 
Page 20
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OPTIONS
DESIGN

SDL

GEORGIAN

Casement Single-HungAwning Single-SliderDouble-Hung Architectural Shapes

Window Shapes
Choose from between the glass grilles or exterior-mounted 

simulated divided lites and customize your design.

FLAT PENCIL DTL

Grilles

NEW-ENGLAND STYLE SILL
Looking for traditional appeal? Apply brickmould 

in a New England style with Heritage or Colonial 

brickmould on three sides with a low profile sill.

COLONIAL | 3½”HERITAGE | 4½” DESIGNER | 1½” ULTRASLIM | 1”

Exterior Brickmoulds
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PEWTERANTIQUE BRASS BRUSHED CHROMEOIL RUBBED BRONZE

Hardware finishes
For smooth, reliable performance we use Roto® hardware exclusively with 

folding crank and multi-point locks. Available in these optional finishes.

EXCLUSIVE TO PVC WINDOWS

Choose from a variety of window shapes, 

sizes, and configuration options. Speak with 

your sales associate for more information. 
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Endless personalized colour options 

are available for PVC, ask your sales 

associate for more information.

PVC 
Colours

Wood  
Colours

GOLDEN HONEY RED FOXHAZELNUT

TENDER BROWNBEAVER BROWN SUGAR

ANCIENT BROWN AMARETTOBAMBOO

LIQUEUR OF COFFEE

PRIMER (WHITE) HARVEST BEIGEANTIQUE WOOD

Hybrid 
Colours

WOOD GRAY

TRUE BLACK

COMMERCIAL BROWN

WHITE

ANODIZED ALUMINIUM ANOC

Colours shown may not be exact and should be used for planning purposes only.

WICKERIVORYCASHMERE BUFF

SANDSTONECLAY BURGUNDYSANDALWOOD

CRANBERRY WEDGEWOOD BLUEOLD WORLD BLUETILE RED

GRAY BRONZEFOREST GREEN SABLE

LEAF GREENBACKWOODIVY GREEN AMAZON GREEN

UNIVERSAL BROWN COPPERSILVER METALLICBLACK



ENTRANCE DOORS
THE RIGHT DOOR FOR YOUR HOME



It’s where you greet your guests and where you come home to each night. The entrance to your home is also where you put up 
your wreath and decorate every holiday season. Because it sets a tone for your entire home, designing your front door can mean 
some important choices.

STEEL
Not only designed to look good, our Dura-Plus system includes our limited lifetime Dura-Plus jamb 

and patented five-fin threshold system for superior performance.

FIBERGLASS
The look of wood is paired with efficiency in our Prestige System that features a Dura-Plus jamb, 

multi-point locking system and bronze anodized sill.



STANDARD FEATURES:
•  Maintenance-free composite-vinyl Dura-Plus jamb and sub-sill 1

•  Lites include standard LoE and Argon 
•  Snap-on sweep cap for clean appearance 3

•  Available as a Garden or Astragal configuration
•  Compression and magnetic weather-stripping
•  Bore and deabolt locking system
•  Prefinished 24 gauge steel panel 4

•  Engineered design sweep and threshhold system
•  Available in 4 5/8” and 6 5/8” frame depth

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
•  Bronze anodized sill
•  Tan 6 5/8” Dura-Plus jamb
•  Choice of colours
•  Brickmould options
•  Decorative glass selection
•  Choice of hinge finish
•  Weiser handlesets
•  Transoms
•  Grille options
•  Security plate
•  Choice of jamb: wood, wood clad, Duraplus white or tan, 

Duraplus stainable wood grain
•  Multi-Point Locking System (standard on 8 ft doors)
•  Choice of hardware finishes (available when multi-point lock 

is selected)

DURA-PLUS

MULTI-POINT LOCKING SYSTEM

By securing your door in four anchoring 
positions, this system offers added 
resistance and security. Available in your 
choice of handleset and finish.

Visit our website for the most recent performance data. NFRC® Certified
Energy Star® qualified

ENTRANCE DOORS

24

STEEL

24

HARMONIZED NORTH AMERICAN
FENESTRATION STANDARD
AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/1.S.2/A440-05

Class LC PG55-H955x2120

Energy Star Zone - varies per glass selection

1 2 3 4



FIBERGLASS
STANDARD FEATURES:
•  Maintenance-free composite-vinyl Dura-Plus jamb and 

sub-sill 1

•  Lites include standard LoE and Argon 2

•  Snap-on sweep cap for clean appearance 3

•  Available as a Garden or Astragal configuration
•  Compression weather-stripping
•  Bore and deabolt locking system
•  Wood-grain fiberglass components with stain finish 4

•  Engineered design sweep and threshhold system
•  Available in 4 5/8” and 6 5/8” frame depth 

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
•  Bronze anodized sill
•  Tan 6 5/8” Dura-Plus jamb
•  Choice of stains and colours
•  Brickmould options
•  Decorative glass selection
•  Choice of hinge finish
•  Weiser handlesets
•  Transoms
•  Grille options
•  Security plate Choice of jamb: wood, wood clad, Duraplus 

white or tan, Duraplus stainable wood grain
•  Multi-Point Locking System (standard on 8 ft doors)
•  Choice of hardware finishes (available when multi-point 

lock is selected)

SPECIAL CARE:

Factory applied stain will help to maintain the 

performance of your fiberglass door.

WARRANTY:

Fiberglass doors must be stained or sealed within 6 months 

of installation to maintain warranty.

PRESTIGE

25

Visit our website for the most recent performance data. NFRC® Certified
Energy Star® qualified
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41 2 3



Door Panels
Traditional to Contemporary, select from a variety of door 

panels to create your custom entrance doors. Here are just 

a few options:

Quick-Ship 
Decorative Glass
Collections shown available in both 22x36 and 22x48 with 

matching sidelights.

CUZCO (ANTIQUE BLACK) ELEMENT (ANTIQUE BLACK) GEORGIAN (ZINC)

KORDELLA (ANTIQUE BLACK) NAPLES (ANTIQUE BLACK) SONNET (ZINC)

COLONIAL | 31/2” REGULAR | 11/2” 
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OPTIONS
DESIGN

Exterior Brickmoulds

We have thousands of door panel and decorative glass 

options to choose from. See your sales associate for 

more information.
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Steel Door 
Colours

Fiberglass Door 
Colours

VICTORIAN BROWN AFRICAN SAVANNAHTUSCAN BROWN

DARK WALNUTSPECIAL WALNUT RED MAHOGANY

EARLY AMERICAN SELECT BROWNMAPLE BARK

Colours shown may not be exact and should be used for planning purposes only.

WICKERIVORYCASHMERE BUFF CLAY

SANDSTONE BURGUNDYSANDALWOOD CRANBERRY TILE RED

WEDGEWOOD BLUEOLD WORLD BLUE LEAF GREENBACKWOODIVY GREEN

GRAY BRONZEFOREST GREEN SABLEAMAZON GREEN

UNIVERSAL BROWN COPPERSILVER METALLICBLACK

Endless personalized colour options are 

available for Steel Doors, ask your sales 

associate for more information.



PATIO DOORS
THE RIGHT PATIO DOOR FOR YOUR HOME



Experience the change of seasons from the comfort of your home or access your outdoor living area with a reliable, 
sliding patio door.



21 3 4

STANDARD FEATURES:

• Stainless Steel track 1

• Integrated drainage system 2

• High-quality, multi-chambered PVC extrusion 3

• Wood-reinforced frame 4

• 1” adjustable tandem rollers

• Triple Weatherstripping

• Galvanized Steel reinforced panels

• Standard LoE and Argon

• Comes complete with brickmould and J-Filler

• Original Vice-Versa™ feature

ENDURA

3 X 6 STANDARD GRILLES
PERIMETER GRILLES WITH FRENCH PANEL

OPTION
FRENCH PANEL

OPTION
TRIPLE-PANE

OPTION
K E Y E D  L O C K

*French Panel may not be exactly as shown
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PATIO DOORS
SLIDING PATIO DOOR

OPTION
SECURITY BAR

OPTION
F O O T  L O C K

We can custom order patio doors to suit any 

style. Speak with your sales associate for 

more information.



AVAILABLE WITH
CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
Whether a renovation or new construction, a custom configuration or basic application, the Endura 

patio door is available in a configuration to suit your needs. Frame depth 6 9/16”.

AVAILABLE SIZES
58 ¾” x 79 ½”
58 ¾” x 81 ⅛”

70 ¾” x 79 ½”
70 ¾” x 81 ⅛”

94 ⅜” x 79 ½”
94 ⅜” x 81 ⅛”

106 ⅛” x 79 ½”
106 ⅛” x 81 ⅛”

X

O

or

O

X

X

O

or

O

X

X

O

or

O

X

O OX

139 ⅜” x 79 ½”
139 ⅜” x 81 ⅛”

O OXX

INTERNAL BLINDS
Adding privacy and convenience,  

internal blinds operate easily with both 

Raise/Lower and Tilt/Turn functions. 

PERFORMANCE RATINGS
Harmonized North American  
Fenestration Standard  
AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/1.S.2/A440-08

CLASS R-PG60-SD 1800X2080MM

Energy Star® 
Zones

1, 2

Energy  
Rating

CSA A440.0 
Air   Water  Wind 
Min A1 B1 C1/Max A3 B7 C5

33 A3     B3    C3
Triple   1, 3, 4           38

NFRC® Certified
Energy Star® qualified

Visit our website for the most recent performance data.

OPTIONS
DESIGN



Our worry-free Warranty is designed to ensure 

your long-term satisfaction and to provide 

peace of mind. See our warranty guide for all of 

the important details, like our limited lifetime 

warranty on PVC windows.

DEALER | DISTRIBUTOR

ALLSCO products are sold through a network of professionals who can help 

you analyze your window and door needs and suggest the most appropriate 

product. ALLSCO and its dealer network are dedicated to providing you with 

the best in energy efficient products. Invest in windows and doors that will 

last the life of your home. Window and Door systems from ALLSCO.

615 St. George Boulevard Moncton NB E1E 2C2  
T 506.853.8888 | F 506.859.8808 | allsco.com

Peace of Mind

*Revised 02/18. The information contained within is considered accurate at the time of printing, however we cannot be responsible for errors or omissions. Product features and options are subject to change without notice. Please note that the minimum/maximum sizes shown within are absolute, some sizes may be void of warranty.


